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## Description

**Associated revisions**

**Revision 6e11355a - 2018-07-19 23:21 - Christian Kuhn**

[TASK] Enable acceptance tests again

Bring back backend acceptance test execution as pre-merge and nightly tests. They are hopefully more stable now and we'll test if they survive the hard pre-merge load without being too flaky.

The patch changes the bamboo plan specs accordingly but disables a couple for FormEngine related detail tests that need further investigation.

The patch also fetches a new patch level of testing-framework to have proper ac path definition of the ac splitter script:

```
composer update typo3/testing-framework
```

Change-Id: Iffcfd60391ba60d5ab2196a00a5bd0a4a93ff7f

Resolves: #85599

Releases: master

Reviewed-on: [https://review.typo3.org/57635](https://review.typo3.org/57635)

Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>

Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

## History


- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 6 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/57635

Patch set 7 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at https://review.typo3.org/57635

#3 - 2018-07-19 23:30 - Christian Kuhn
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 6e11355a1eea5d17c79eb6c13bb180754fb3a8b6.

#4 - 2018-10-02 10:45 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed